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1 Introduction

The investigation of strong interactions between light nuclei (p, d, t, He, Li)
at very low energies (eV-keV) is of great interest due tp the following reasons:

(1) It can provide a possibility on verification of fundamental symmetries
in strong interactions, i.e., on charge symmetry, isotopic invariance. At
present, the only experimental data which exist are for interactions be-
tween neutrons and light nuclei: the lengths, phases and probabilities for
npi nd, nUe and nh\ scattering in diferrent spin states. Respective data
for pp, pd, pHe and pLi interactions are absent. The parallel investiga-
tion of strong interaction ptocesses in the few-nucleon mirror systems is
of extreme importance because it allows one to verify the hypothesis of
charge symmetry of inter-nucleonic forces [1,2] within the framework of
the same macroscopic approach.

(2) It could provide information on exchange meson currents (EMC), whose
contribution to interactions in this energy region becomes noticeable.
For example - comparing the experimental yields and angle distributions
of the products in the radiation capture reaction pd -> 3He + 7 and
n3He —> 4He + 7 with the calculated values [5-7}. The investigation
of the mirror reaction of neutron capture by the deuteron nd —¥ t + 7
can also provide information about, the contribution of the EMC, which
is substantial in this process . It follows from the fact that the cross sec-
tion for the thermal neutron capture by the deuteron is more than two
times bigger compared with the value calculated in the pulse approxi-
mation accounting only for nucleon degrees of freedom and neglecting
the distortion of electromagnetic properties of the nucleons. Up to the
present, the systematic investigation of the exchange meson currents in
the framework of realistic two-body, and two-body plus three-body forces
has been performed only for nd reaction [4,8].

(3) There is a possibility of verifying correctness of a few-body system de-
scription based on the contemporary knowledge of nuclear interaction
between the nucleons of the system.

(4) There is a possibility to estimate the electron screening of interacting
nuclei [9,10] and also Oppenheimer-Phillips effect [11,12].

Finally, the study of such reactions is important for solving some astrophysics
problems [13]. The investigation of nuclear reactions (pd, dd, 3He3He,...) could
help to understand the process of primordial nucleosynthesis in the stars.
The measurement^rf the reactions cross sections between light nuclei in the



Fig. 1. Dependence of the dd reaction cross sections on the deuteron collision energy.
The dashed curve shows the region of proposed investigations. O - experiment [15];
T - upper experimental estimated limits of the effective cross sections of the dd
reaction at the 90% confidential level (present work) corresponding to the indicated
intervals of the deuteron collision energies. The values fJj for every indicated interval
are shown in the figure.

stars at ultra-low energies is very important for testing the models of stars
dynamics and evolution. For example, analysis of the elements abundance in
the stars and Galaxy demonstrated deficiency of light nuclei (with exception of
4He) as compared with the predictions based on the theory of thermonuclear
reactions and generally acknowledged star models. Deuterium depletes in stars
at T > 50 eV, and Li at T. > 200 eV [14]. These predictions are made on
assumption that in the extrapolation of nuclear Cross sections from the high
energy region (~ MeV) to the astrophysical energy region (~ keV) there is no
resonances or other anomalies (for example, contribution from the suppressed
wave function components). However, it could be that the nuclear cross section
in the astrophysical energy region has a resonance character, which leads to



intensive burning of light elements in the stars. The nuclear cross sections in
the region of ultra-low energies can be found from the well-known formula,
as a product of the barrier factor responsible for Coulomb repulsion and the
astrophysical S-factor.

<r(E) = ^e-"*, . (1)

where the Sommerfeld parameter 77 is defined by the equation:

where Z\ and Z2 are the charges of the interacting particles, fj, is the reduced
mass in the input channel, E - collision energy keV in the center of mass frame
system.

Such an extrapolation assumes that the Coulomb potential corresponds to the
interaction of the incident "bare" particle and the nucleus of the target. In case
of using a composition of neutral atoms, molecules and ions for either a target
or an incident particles flow it is mandatory to account for effect of electron
screening of the interacting nuclei, resulting in the decreasing of their repulsive
Coulomb barrier and, respectively - in the increase of the nuclear reaction
cross section as compared with the case of "bare" nuclei interaction. Fig. 1
illustrates dependence of the cross sections on the collision energy calculated
with Eq. (1) for the dd reaction . The dashed curve lies in the energy region,
devoid of any experimental information and which is without doubt of interest
for investigation of the above reaction l .

At present there are very scarce experimental data on cross sections for the
nuclear reactions between light nuclei in the above-mentioned energy region
(see Table. 1).

Because of very small magnitude of cross sections 10"38 — 10~43 cm2 for the
collision energy range of eV-keV, application of classical accelerators becomes
problematic due to low intensity of the accelerated particles beams. To solve
this problem, In papers [14,20,21]'we suggested a new method for measuring
cross sections - to use high intensity, radially converging ion flows, generated

1 At Fig.l experimental cross section for the dd reaction corresponding to the lowest
( 3 keV) deuteron collision energy is also given.



Table 1
Experimental cross sections of the nuclear reactions. Listed cross sections of the
reactions correspond to the lowest of the particle collision particle energies achieved.

Reaction

p + d ->-3He + 7

d + d ->4He + n

d + t -»4He + n .

t + t ->4He + In

d +3He ->4He + p

Lowest collision

energy (keV)

16.7

2.98

5.0

17.1

5.88

Cross section

(l(T24cm2)

4.2 • 1(T3.

2.5 - 10-7

5.3 • 1(T4

7-10-4

(7.8±0.6)-10- t o

Ref.

[16]

[15]

[17]

[18]

[19]

during the hydro-magnetic implosion of the current carrying liner plasma. In
this approach the intensity of the accelerated ion flow could reach 1027 — 1028

particles per second in the pulse duration of 10~7 s. High-intensity ion beams
can be produced in the following way. High current pulse (I — 1-2 MA) is
passed along a liner (a hollow-cylinder gas jet, or a hollow cylindrical set of
dielectric CD2 (CH2) micro wires exploding it. The formed liner plasma is
radially accelerated (i.e. imploded) towards the target placed on the liner axis
by the self magnetic field of the current. More details can be found in the
papers [22-27].

The results of the first experiments [28-31] performed with this approach
showed that this method of cross section measurement is promising for inves-
tigation of the properties of reactions between light nuclei at ultralow energies,
in this paper we present the results of measuring the dd reaction cross section

(2)

in the energy region 0.1 - 2.1- keV2 .

2 Besides the channel of the dd reaction with neutron production, other dd reaction
channels are also possible:

(4)



2 Method of Measurement

The cross section cr^d can be obtained traditionally, by measuring the yield
of neutrons from reaction (2) produced in the interaction of high intensity
beam of deuterons, formed during the implosion of the liner plasma, with the
deuterium target:

1 , = •"';Vdn,/cn

where Nn is the number of registered neutrons, Nj is the total number of
accelerated deuterons of the liner plasma, n, is the target density, / is the
deuteron range in the target, and e,, is the neutron-registration efficiency.

Two types of targets (solid CD^ wires or a gas deuterium jet) can be used in
the experiment.

3 The experimental set-up

The experiment was performed at the Institute of High Current Electronics.
RAS, Tomsk, using a. high current generator [32] (designed in the Department
of High- Energy Densities ), see Fig. 2.

3.1 High current generator and the load unit

High current generator consists bf_a source of a low pulsed voltage (<0.J
MV), an inductive slorage with the current opening switch based on a set of
exploding wires, a coaxial water forming line with the charging timo ss 500
ns (the characteristic impedance g — 1.1. fl), a water transmission line with
characteristic impedance of Q — 0.8 il) and a vacuum diode with a load unit
(inductance 31 - 35.nH). The energy transfer from the inductive storage to the
forming line and then to the transmission line is realized via self breakdown
water sparkgaps. The experiments were performed at the generator curreni
level of ~ 800 kA with a pulse rise time of « 90 ns. The load unit (sec- Fig. 3)
consists of a fast, gas puff valve (I), a supersonic nozzle (2).( they are located



Fig. 2. Scheme of the experimental set-up: 1 - high-current generator; 2 - load unit;
3 - diagnostic chamber; 4 - supersonic nozzle; 5 - fast gas valve; 6 - liner; 7 - target;
8 - scintillation spectrometer (8 pcs); 9 - thermal neutron detector (3 pcs); 10 -
lead shield

on the high- voltage cathode electrode of the vacuum diode), a return current
conductor (3) with a ground grid anode (4) and a synchronizing spark gap
(5), placed directly behind the anode grid. The target is made of copper rod
(6) 13 mm in diameter plated with a CD2 layer of about « 0.25.mm thickness.
For the background measurement the Cu rod plated by CH2 or bare Cu rod
of the same size were used. The target is placed along the axis between the
anode and cathode. The single-turn B magnetic probe (7) (6-dot loop) is
placed inside the gap between the electrodes at the anode side.

The "shot" of the generator consists of the following sequence of events: after
firing of the puff valve a hollow-cylinder supersonic deuterium jet of « 3 mm
thick with a mean diameter of 32 mm and the Max number w 4) is formed.
When the front of this gas jet arrives at the synchronizing spark gap the latter
undergoes breakdown, providing a trigger pulse. After a controlled time delay
td this pulse triggers a spark gap, which starts the current rise in the wires set
inductive store. The explosion of the wires switch results in the high voltage
pulse formation, closing of the main spark gap and propagation of the high
voltage high power pulse to the load unit . The liner mass per unit length is



Fig, 3. Load unit design: 1 - fast gas valve; 2 - supersonic nozzle; 3 - return current
conductor; 4 - grid anode; 5 - synchronizing spark gap; 6 - target; 7 -B-dot probe

controlled in a wide range by changing the gas plenum pressure in the valve,
the time ij and the supersonic nozzle neck cross-section. The arrival of the
high voltage pulse to the gas jet results in its fast ionization and sharp rise
of its conductivity resulting in final electric breakdown (i.e. formation of a
plasma liner), with respective fast current rise through it. Self magnetic field
of the current in the liner provides its implosion (i.e. compression, pinch-
effect) to the axis. The implosion speed at any moment of time is defined
by the current pulse shape, initial liner radius rin and liner mass. To avoid
possible development of liner instabilities during the implosion, the final radial
compression factor Com = £"- should not exceed 10, which is realized in the

'fin.

present experiment.

3.2 Measurement of mass and speed of the liner

The zero-dimensional model is used for calculation the dynamics of the liner
compression (the time dependence of the liner radius and its speed). In this
model the liner is treated as an infinitely thin superconductive shell imploded
under the pressure of the self magnetic field.



The equation of the shell motion is

m(dW) = - m (6)

where m is the liner mass per length unit [g/cm], r is the liner radius [cm], and
I(t) is the current through the liner [A]. The comparison of the experimental
and calculated data shows that the latter provide adequate description of
the liner compression dynamics. In paper [33] it is shown that the difference
between the experimental and the calculated times of the liner compression
from the beginning of the current pulse to the moment of the maximum liner
compression, if) is not bigger than 1.5%.

The liner mass and the compression speed can be estimated by measuring
the current through the liner and the compression time. The moment of the
maximum compression is measured either with a soft X-ray detectors or with a
B-dot magnetic loop placed near the liner axis. Based on the initial liner radius
and the current pulse shape, it is possible to tabulate the compression time in
the frame of the zero-dimensional model as function of the liner mass. The liner
mass and its velocity for t = tf are assumed to be equal to those calculated
values for which the measured and the calculated times of compression are
equal.

The current dynamics through the liner was measured using Rogavsky coil.
In the experiments with the rod the magnetic probe was placed ai a distance
of 7.5 mm from the axis; in the experiments without the rod - at 1.5 mm. The
signal from the magnetic probe corresponds to the time <p of liner arrival. The
speed of the liner at the target position was calculated in the zero-dimensional
model using these experimental data. The accuracy of the liner speed estimate
by this method is 10%, which, in turn, defines the error of the liner mass
estimation not more than 20%. For constant initial conditions the deviation
of the calculated mass of liner on the shot to shot basis was 10%.

According to one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic calculations [34], the
temperature of the ions in the helium liner at the stage of its inward ac-
celeration is 50 - 100 eV. The same ion temperature is assumed as reasonable
estimate for the case of deuterium plasma. Therefore, the energy spread of
the radially accelerated deuterons with a mean energy ~ 1 keV due to their
thermal motion is approximately 10%. The energy spread of deuterons due to
plasma instabilities could be much bigger. Measurements of the liner velocity
in our experiments with a streak camera showed that for a low liner compres-



sion ratio (lesser than 19, which was limited by a target size), the relative
statistical deviation of the deuterons normal energy distribution at the final
stage of liner compression was not bigger than ± 20%.

•IS Detectors

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. Neutrons from dd fusion are reg-
istered by two types of detectors: the time-of-flight scintillation spectrometers
and thermal neutron detectors with proportional BF3 counters, placed in a
polyethylene moderator. The 'neutron spectrometer scintillators were made as
100x100x750 mm parallelepipeds, viewed by two photomultipliers XP-2020
from both ends. Two "walls'1 of the neutron spectrometers (each consisting of
4 spectrometers) were placed parallel arid perpendicular to the liner axis at a
distance of 3 m from it. (see Fig. 2).

This arrangement of the spectrometers was chosen to measure not only the
yield but also the energy of neutrons from dd fusion flying perpendicular
to and along the axis of Z-pinch. According to the results of the previous
experiments [35-38], the dependence of the energy of neutrons from reaction
(2) on the angle to the Z-pinch axis was observed. This dependence could
point, to the beam-target mechanism of the neutrons origin.

Three thermal neutron detectors (each of them consists of ten BF3 counters
of diameter 32 mm and length 270 mm) were placed at the distance 0.75 m
from the target center, (sc-c- Fig. 2).

The neutron scintillation spectrometers were surrounded by a lead shielding
of 50 mm thickness to protect former against powerful X-rays burst generated
during the pulse of the high-current generator. Lead shielding of 12 mm thick
surrounded the. BF3 detectors. This shielding, as was shown in the papers
[28-30], provided full suppression of the pulsed gamma background.
The neutron registration efficiency of the BF3 detectors was measured by the
calibrated 252Cf source, placed in between cathode and anode inside the diode
at the future target location.

The neutron registration efficiency of the scintillation spectrometers was calcu-
lated by the Monte-Carlo algorithm. The validity of the approach was chocked
by comparing calculations results with experiment, using the same calibrated
252Of neutron source.



The overall neutron registration efficiency for the BF3 detectors is e1^ = 5 JO 3

(this value is somewhat lower compared with the previous experiments [29.30],
because the thermal neutron detectors were placed at larger distance from
the liner axis), and £*c = 6 • 10~4 - for scintillation spectrometers (with the
registration threshold of0.25 MeVee in equivalent electron energy units)3.

3.4 Registering electronics

To derive the cross section of reaction (2) from the results of neutron yield
measurement the following information about the registered events is essential:

(1) the time of signals appearance from the BF3 detectors and the neutron
spectrometers with respect to the beginning of a high-voltage pulse on
the liner;

(2) the time of the signal appearance from the magnetic B-dot probe.

The scheme of the recording electronics is shown in Fig. 4. It could also mea-
sure 7 quanta with energy of 22.4 MeV to estimate the cross section of reaction
(4). The electronic registration system includes 16 identical time channels for
neutron registration by the scintillation spectrometers, 3 spectrometric chan-
nels for the thermal neutron registration, 5 time and 5 spectrometric channels
for 7-quanta registration and time channel for a B-dot probe signal. The trig-
ger pulse is formed by a block HVD triggered in its turn by a high voltage
pulse HVP indicating the moment of its appearance at the liner. The signal
from HVD , which is delayed in time for 137 ns corresponding^ a time of
flight of 2.5 MeV neutrons over a path of 3 m, comes to the inputs "start"
of all time-to-digital converters TDC. The signals from both outputs of the
neutron scintillation spectrometers come to the inputs "stop". The liner im-
plosion time is measured by the TDC, which receives signal from HVD at the
"start" input and the signal at the "stop" input from the B-dot magnetic
probe.

The spectrometric channel of the thermal neutron detectors consists of a
preamplifier, an .amplifier and TDC with a 1.6 /is clock and a 1024-channel
memory. In this case, the signal "HVD" serves for the start of the measure-

3 This threshold corresponds to the position of thecollimated 7 source at the center
of the spectrometer in the point equidistant from the spectrometer endplates viewed
by photomultipliers.
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the recording electronics: loopl, Ioop2 - B-dot probe; Dl — D5
- discriminators; TDC - time-to-digital converter; TD - thermal neutron detector;
PA - preamplifier; A - amplifier; FADC - parallel amplitude-to-digital converter;
HVP - high-voltage pulse; HVD - discriminator; CC - coincidence circuit; 7 -
7-quanta detector; SS - neutron scintillation spectrometer; DEL - delay line; QDC
- charge-to-digital converter; LD - output from last dinode of photomultiplier; An
- output from photomultiplier anode; LT - level convertor; OM- oscilloscope with
memory.

ment. The protection of electronics against EM-pick-up is provided by an
LC filter (5 kW). The electronic equipment was placed in metal cases which
provided efficient screening from high power EM-pick up. Besides this all high-
voltage and RF-cables were provided with additional external meshes. These
means of screening of the recording electronics resulted in the pick-up sup-
pression to the level of 10 mV (in the absence of high-voltage at the detector)
[28-30]. All recording electronics was assembled in the CAMAC standard.
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During the experiment each 10-12 hours calibration of the spectrometric reg-
istration channels was performed with the standard neutron and 7 sources:
Po-Be, 252Cf, 60Co,137Cs, 22Na, 241Am.

The statistical deviation in time of signals from both spectrometer ends, cor-
responding to the set amplitude thresholds and the position of the source, was
~ 1 ns, which satisfied the requirements of experiment. The time resolution
of the neutron spectrometer is 2.3% and the respective energy resolution is ~
5%.

The maximum time interval between the moments of appearance of the signals
from two of the neutron spectrometer outputs during the shift of the source
along its scintillator is 11 ns.

4 Experiment

The experiment was performed in five runs under different conditions, shown
in Tab. 2.

Taking into account the energy dispersion of deuterons in one shot (AE<j/ Ed ~
20%), the dispersion of average deuteron energies between shots (~ 10%) arid
Coulomb energy losses of deuterons interacting with the target,we introduce
the effective target thickness I and the effective neutron-producing dd reaction
cross section <7dd, defined from the experiments

(E')()-ldE'Nn(x) = iVdnt£n I f{E)dE j^d(E)(
E E'

^ ^ d , ' (7)

C = NdntSen f f(E) dE f *~ dx' " (8)

yytot "•" . v/

N™\1) = 0 . 9 ^ ° ' = Ndntena%J (10)
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(11)

(12)

where f(E) is the energy distribution function of radially accelerated deuterons
colliding with the target; - ^ are the deuteron energy losses per unit length
in the target4 ; 2nr)' = 31.2<k,Z2(/t/E'(E,x')) l /2: A^ot is the number of reg-
istered neutrons from dd fusion produced in the interaction of the deuteron
beam (with energy distribution f(E)) with the infinitely thick deuteron tar-
get; A'n(/) is the registered neutron yield from reaction (2), corresponding to
the effective target thickness /, defined by equation (9): N^l(l) is the calcu-
lated neutron yield corresponding to the target thickness /; <7dd(ca/). a%d(exp)
are the calculated and experimental effective cross sections of dd reactions
defined by equations (11) and (12), respectively.

Fig. 5 shows calculated differential distributions according to Eq. (7) the dd
reaction neutron registration probabilities for different liner and target param-
eters presented in Table 2. For every pair of the values / and ad'(i (see Table.
3) there is a definite interval of deuteron collision energies (E'ti — AEd) <
E'd < (E'd + AE'd) , where E'A is the mean collision energy for the probability
density distribution of registered dd fusion neutrons (or the mean collision
energy of the deuterons contributing to the experimentally measured yield of
reaction(2), in Fig. 5 the values of E'd are shown above the respective peaks).
AfJd is the root-mean-square dispersion of the probability density distribution
function for registered neutrons of the dd fusion.

From the results of the analysis of the experimental data it follows that in
none of the shots with the CD2 target (runs 1- 3) the BF3 detectors and the
scintillation spectrometers registered any event, above the level of the back-
ground within the statistical errors (runs 4 - 5). The appearance of weak
neutron fluxes in runs 1 - 5 could be related with plasma instability at the
moment of the maximum compression (when the liner reaches the surface of
the rod target). In the same time not a single neutron was registered by the

4 We assume that radially accelerated deuterons interact, with fully ionized target
plasma. This assumption is based on the fact, that the effective deuteron range (10l:i

at/cm2 - 1018 at/cm2) for the considered deuteron energy is much smaller than the
thickness t)f the evaporated layer of the target,, and the latter is healed by the
arriving shock wave and plasma liner radiation generated during its implosion.

13
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Fig. 5. Differential distributions of the neutron registration probability in the dd
reaction for different average deuteron collision energies. The collision energies are
indicated above the corresponding distributions. Arrows indicate the centres of the
initial deuteron collision energy distributions.

scintillation detectors in runs 1 - 5 . Knowing the liner mass for every shot
and the neutron registration efficiency we can calculate from equations (7)
- (12) the upper limits for the effective cross sections add of the dd reaction
with neutron production for the given above mean energies of the deuterons
impinging on the CD2 target.

The results of these experiments are presented in Table 3. The estimates of the
effective cross sections of the dd reaction were found by measuring the neutron
yield by the scintillation spectrometers and the thermal neutron detectors.

As is seen from Table 3, the measured upper limit estimates of the cross
sections of the dd reaction with neutron production are in agreement with
those calculated by formulae (7) - (12), assuming that Eq. (1) is valid, i.e.,
that there are no resonances or other anomalies in the energy range of colliding
deuterons (E'd - AE'd) < E'd < {E'A + AE'd).

14



Table 2
The experimental conditions. Ed is the average energy of the deuterons striking the
target (averaged over the shots), ML is the liner mass, /L is the liner length, Nd is
the deuteron beam intensity, rat is the deuteron target density, d^1 is the external
diameter of the liner, dt is the target diameter, t is the target thickness, k is the
number of shots in one run and N^1, N*c are the numbers of neutrons registered by
the thermal neutron detectors and the scintillation detectors, respectively.

Experiment

Liner

Target

Ed [keV]

ML [mg]

/L [cm]

Nd • 1018

nt • 1022 cm" 3

dL
xt [mm]

dt [mm]

t [mm]

k

1

D2

CD2

2.07

9.25

2.5

2.8

8.0

27

13

0.5

4

11

0

2

D 2

CD2

0.38

28.75

2.5

8.67

8.0

27

13

0.5

3 ,

7

0

3

D2

CD2

0.10

47.5

2.5

14.3

8.0

27

13

0.5

3

9

0

4

D2

Cu

2.10

9.25

2.5

2.8

-

27

13

-

3

10

0

5

D2

CH2

2.05

9.25

2.5

2.8

-

27

13

-

4

• 9

0

6*

D 2 /N 2

D2/N2

0.44

33

2.5

0.28

5.2 • 10~5

. 2 7

13

2.0

55

0

0

* experiment [30] performed in 1996 with a two-jet gas liner
of (17% D2 + 83% N2) mixture

The found upper limit estimates for the cross sections are also shown in Fig.
1. It should be mentioned that if the energy of the colliding neutrons decreas-
es, the limit estimate of the dd cross section increases because, according to
formula (12), the effective deuteron range in plasma is shorter. To get the mea-
surement of the dd - reaction cross section with the error estimate in the infra
low energy region, it is necessary to increase the neutron registration efficiency
and the deuterons flow intensity in the generator shot in future experiment.

In Table 4 we present, as an example, the calculated yields of the dd fusion
products (in the planned experiment the products of both (2) and (3) dd
reaction channels will be registered) corresponding to the parameters of the

15



Table 3
The experimental and calculated yields and the effective cross sections of dd reac-
tions. AT*, N^c are the upper limit estimates of the neutrons (at 90% confidence
level) registered by the BF3 ami scintillation detectors, respectively; a^d (90%),
<7JJC(90%) are the experimentally estimated upper limits of the effective cross sec-
tions of dd the reaction corresponding to the interval of the deuteron collision energy
(£y - AE'd) -=- (E'd + AE'd) found at the 90% confidence level from the data analy-
sis, using equation (12), the neutrons were registered by the BF3 and scinitillation
detectors, respectively; add

h(cal), <7dd
c(cal) are the calculated values of the above-

mentioned above effective cross sections of reaction (2).

Expe-

ri

mental

Cal-

cu

lated

Experiment

Ed [keV]

E'A [keV]

AE'd [keV]

Lnt [1018cm-2]

^ t h ( 9 0 % ) [cm2]

cr*f (90%) [cm2]

a^(cal) [cm2]

fiscal) [cm2]

1

1.035

<7.0

<2.3

1.46

0.20

0.8

1.5-10~34

4.1 • 10~34

0.70

0.09

1.5 • IO-35

1.8 -IO-36

2

0.19

<4.7

< 2.3

0.34

0.03

2.2- 10~2

1.6 • 10-33

6.5 • 10~33

2.0-lO"15

2.4-10"16

7.0 • IO-49

8.4-10-50

3

0.05

<6.6

< 2.3

0.11

0.01

1.0-10-3

3.1 • 1032

9.0 10""32

5.4-10-37

6.5 • 10-38

2.5 • 10-69

3 • 10-70

4*

0.22

< 2.3

<2.3

0.37

0.04

2.8- 10-2

1.1 10-33

1.2 -10-32

3.2-10-'4

3.8-10-15

8.9 • IO-48

1.1 • 10-48

* experiment [30] performed in 1996, with the two-jet gas liner consisting of
17 % D2 and 83 % N2

MIG accelerator (HCEI RAS, Tomsk) [39] and higher neutron registration
efficiency (~ 5 times) as compared to the previous experimental set-up [28="
31].

Data referring to channel (4) of the dd reaction with the production of 22.4
MeV 7 quanta is not shown because the cross section of this process is very
small (if we assume that there are no resonances in this energy region).

In the experiment considered, the use of the two-stage gas liner analogical to
[30] is proposed. The solid track detectors CR-39 (PM-355) [40] surrounding
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Table 4
The yields of the reaction products. These values calculated per shot of the MIG
generator were obtained for the following liner parameters: N<\ = 6 • 1019 d/pulse.
nt - .3 • 1018 cm- 3 , / = 2.5 MA. c},'1 = 2 • 10~2, 4 ' : = 5 • 10~3, sp = 2 • 10"1 , and A',,
is the number of registered protons.

£•„„, [keV]

0.80

1.00

1.20

1.40

l.fiO

' 1.80

2.00

2.20

2.40

2.60

2.80

3.00

V t h
n

0.3389E+00

0.9458E+01

0.1159E+03

0.8390E+03

0.4235E+01

0.1647E+05

0.5263 E+05

0.1443E+06

0.349CE+06

0.764 LE+06

0.1539E+07

0.2844E+07

,vsc

' n

0.8473E-01

0.2364 E+01

0.2897E+02

0.2098E+03

0.1059E+04

().••! 117E+04

0.13L6E+05

0.3608E+05

0.8741 E+05

0.1910E+06

0.3862E+06

0.7U1E+06

<\

0.3389E+01

0.9458E+02

0.1159E+04

0.8390E+04

0.4235E+05

0.1647E+06

0.5263E+06

0.1443E+07

0.3196E+07

0.7641-E+07

0.1530E+08

0.2844E+08

the liner at a distance of 5 - 7 cm from its axis register the charged products
of the dd reaction (channel (3)). The solid track detectors allow to register
protons and other heavy charged particles in tlie presence of a considerable •)
quanta, and neutrons background, and high power EM-radiation accompany-
ing operation of the high-power generator.

As it follows from the Table 4 using existing high-current generators [38.-11 11]
with the current amplitude of 2 - 3 MA, it is feasible to measure partial cross
section of dd reactions (2) and (3) in the energy range of colliding deuterons
0.8 •- 3 keV.

To reduce the energy dispersion of the deuterons incident on target and to sup-
press possible instability during plasma liner implosion, it seems worthwhile
to consider the use of "inverse" Z-pinch in a future experiment. [45.-1G].
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Bystritsky V.M. et al. D15-98-239
Experimental Investigation of dd Reaction
in Range of Ultralow Energies Using Z-Pinch

Experimental results on measurement of fiW-reaction cross sections
in the energy range of 0.1-1.5 keV using the Z-pinch technique are presented.
The experiment was performed at the high current generator of the High-Current
Electronics Institute in Tomsk, Russia. The dd-fusion neutrons were registered
by time-of-flight scintillator detectors and BF3 detectors of thermal neutrons.

The estimates were obtained at the 90 % of the confidence level for the upper limits
of the neutron-producing <W-reaction cross sections for average deuteron collision
energies of 0.11, 0.34, 0.37 and 1.46 keV. These results substantiate the feasibility
of getting cross section magnitude for di-reaction in the range of the collision
energy of 0.8-3 keV using similar techniques at the pulse current level of 2-3 MA.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems,
JINR.

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1998

Быстрицкий В.М. и др. Д15-98-239
Экспериментальное изучение <й-реакции
в области ультранизких энергий с использованием Z-пинча

Приведены результаты экспериментов по измерению сечения dtf-реакции
в диапазоне энергий столкновения дейтронов 0,1-1,5 кэВ с использованием
техники Z-пинча. Эксперимент проводился на сильноточном импульсном уско-
рителе Института сильноточной электроники СО РАН (г. Томск). Регистрация
нейтронов из реакции dtf-синтеза осуществлялась сцинтилляционными детекто-
рами по времени пролета и детекторами тепловых нейтронов на основе BFj.

На 90 % уровне достоверности найдены верхние граничные оценки сечений
cW-реакции с образованием нейтронов, соответствующие средним энергиям
столкновения дейтронов 0,11, 0,34, 0,37 и 1,46 кэВ.

Показано, что использование более интенсивных импульсных ускорителей
с током генератора 2-3 МА позволит измерить сечения dtf-реакции в диапазоне
энергий столкновения дейтронов 0,8-3 кэВ.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1998
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